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Abstract
Much research has been done in fast communication on clusters and in protocols for supporting software shared memory across them. However, the end performance of applications that were written for the more proven hardware{
coherent shared memory is still not very good on these systems. Three major layers of software (and hardware) stand
between the end user and parallel performance, each with
its own functionality and performance characteristics. They
include the communication layer, the software protocol layer
that supports the programming model, and the application
layer. These layers provide a useful framework to identify
the key remaining limitations and bottlenecks in software
shared memory systems, as well as the areas where optimization e orts might yield the greatest performance improvements. This paper performs such an integrated study,
using this layered framework, for two types of software distributed shared memory systems: page-based shared virtual
memory (SVM) and ne-grained software systems (FG).
For the two system layers (communication and protocol),
we focus on the performance costs of basic operations in the
layers rather than on their functionalities. This is possible
because their functionalities are now fairly mature. The
less mature applications layer is treated through application
restructuring. We examine the layers individually and in
combination, understanding their implications for the two
types of protocols and exposing the synergies among layers.
1 Introduction
As clusters of workstations, PCs or symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs) become important platforms for parallel computing, there is increasing interest in supporting the attractive, shared address space (SAS) programming model across
them in software. The traditional reason is that it may
provide successful low{cost alternatives to tightly{coupled,
hardware{coherent distributed shared memory (DSM) machines. A more important reason, however, is that clusters
and hardware DSMs are emerging as the two major types of
platforms available to users of multiprocessing. Users would
like to write parallel programs once and run them eciently
on both types of platforms, and programming models that
do not allow this may be at a disadvantage. Thus, despite
(and in fact, because of) the success of hardware{coherent
DSM, software shared memory on clusters remains an important topic of research.
Supporting a programming model gives rise to a layered
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communication architecture that is shown in Figure 1. The
lowest layer is the communication layer, which consists of
the communication hardware and the low level communication library that provide basic messaging facilities. Next
is the protocol layer that provides the programming model
to the parallel application programmer. We assume all{
software DSM protocols in this paper, and focus on two
well-studied approaches: page{based shared virtual memory (SVM) and ne{grained DSM (FG). Finally, above the
programming model or protocol layer runs the application
itself.
Application Layer

Protocol/Programming Model Layer
Communication Layer
Communication Library
Network

Figure 1: The layers that a ect the end applicationperformance
in software shared memory.

The last decade has seen a lot of excellent research in
the individual layers, especially the lower two system layers [4, 3, 5, 14, 12, 13, 21, 7, 18]. Still, software shared memory systems currently yield performance that is, for several
classes of applications, far behind that of hardware{coherent
systems even at quite small scale.
This paper uses a layered framework to examine where
the major gains (or losses) in the parallel performance of
applications can or cannot come from in the future, both in
the individual layers and through combinations of them, and
to help cluster software and hardware designers determine
where best to spend their energy for the goal of supporting
software shared memory.
In the application layer, the main variable is how an application is structured or orchestrated for parallelism. The
two system layers (communication and protocol) however,
have both functionality and performance characteristics, all
of which contribute to end application performance. It is
this space that we need to navigate. This paper treats the
functionality of the system layers as xed (since it is now
quite mature), and varies only their basic performance costs.
Results obtained by varying costs can suggest modi cations
in functionality that can reduce or avoid the critical costs.
The less mature, application layer is treated by examining
the impact of application restructuring, as performed for

SVM in [11], starting from programs that are optimized for
moderate-scale hardware coherent systems. We examine the
impact of the layers individually and in combination, and
also isolate the impact of di erent costs in each layer. Solving problems or reducing costs at each layer has its own advantages, disadvantages, and potential for being realizable,
and is under the control of di erent forces. Knowledge of actual trends in the layers (application or system) can be used
to draw implications for the future of di erent approaches.
While some individual aspects of this work have been
studied in the past (see Section 4), the contributions of this
paper are: (i) the layered approach in which it investigates
performance issues, which we believe is generally useful, (ii)
studying the e ects of each layer for both FG and SVM,
(iii) studying the synergies among layers, and (iv) providing
detailed results and analysis for a wide range of applications.
Our highest level conclusions are: (i) With currently
achievable system parameters the FG and SVM approaches
are competitive in performance, at least at the scale we examine, with the tradeo s depending on particular application characteristics. (ii) For FG, other than access control
costs the most important layer to improve is the communication layer (especially overhead and occupancy), and the impact of access control costs are relatively independent. (iii)
SVM exhibits a much richer story: All three layers are important and exhibit a lot of synergy, and no one or even two
of them will suce for a wide range of applications; in general, the order of importance is application, communication,
protocol. While the set of demands is broader, this may be
an advantage since there is less dependence on particular aspects of one layer that may be very dicult to control. (iv)
Overall, if only one system layer can be improved, it should
be the communication layer, though di erent aspects of it
matter for di erent protocols.
Section 2 describes the protocols and the methodology
we use. Section 3 presents our main results for each layer individually as well as for the synergy among them. Section 4
brie y discusses some closely related work, and Section 5
provides a discussion and concludes the paper.

2 Methodology
Although real SVM systems are available, a study that varies
(and especially reduces) costs in the manner done here can
only be done through simulation. We therefore use a detailed execution{driven simulator which we validate carefully against real systems as discussed later. While computational clusters are moving toward using SMP rather than
uniprocessor nodes, we perform this study assuming uniprocessor nodes, primarily because protocols for SMP nodes are
not so mature and there are many more interactions in the
nodes that can a ect performance in subtle ways.

release consistency (LRC) model [12] to reduce the impact of
false sharing. Both HLRC and older LRC protocols use software twinning and ding to solve the multiple{writer problem, but with di erent schemes for propagating and merging
di s (updated data). Traditional LRC schemes maintain
distributed di s at the writers, from where they must be
fetched on a page fault [12]. In HLRC, the writer sends the
di s eagerly to a designated home node for the page, and
the di s are applied there to the home copy which is always
kept up to date according to the consistency model. On a
page fault, instead of fetching di s from previous writers,
the whole page is fetched from the home.
Fine{grained protocols are able to reduce the occurrence
of false sharing by virtue of their ne granularity of coherence, so they do not rely heavily on relaxed consistency models. However, they require support for ne{grained access
control. Our ne{grained implementation (FG) uses sequential consistency, is based on the Stache protocol [16], and is
similar in protocol structure
to many directory{based hardware implementations 1 . Access control is assumed to be
provided at any xed power of two granularity for a given
application. The fact that we use the best{performing granularity for each application in the FG case requires some programmer intervention. The granularities used are 64 bytes
in all other cases than the regular applications: FFT (4
KBytes), LU (4 KBytes) and Ocean (1 KByte).
Simulation environment: Our simulation environment is
built on top of augmint [19], an execution driven simulator using the x86 instruction set, and runs on x86 systems.
It models a cluster of 16 uniprocessor nodes connected with
a commodity Myrinet-like interconnect [4] (Figure 2). Contention is modeled in great detail at all levels, including
the network end{points, except in the network links and
switches themselves. Thus, when we change protocol or
communication layer costs, the impact on contention is included as well. The processor has a P6{like instruction set,
and is assumed to be a 1 IPC processor. Details about the
simulator can be found in [1].
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Protocols: Since we use well known, state-of-the-art protocols, we describe them only brie y. Page{based coherence
protocols use the virtual memory mechanism of microprocessors for access control at page granularity [14]. Fine{grained
access control can be provided by either hardware support
or by code instrumentation in software [7]. In both cases,
we assume the coherence protocol runs in software handlers
rather than in hardware, and on the main processor rather
than on co{processors.
For SVM, we use the Home{based Lazy Release Consistency (HLRC) protocol [21], which implements the lazy
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Figure 2: Simulated node architecture.
The ne-grained access control needed for FG can be
provided via either code instrumentation [7, 18] or hard-

1 Protocols using more complex, delayed consistency or singlewriter eager release consistency were found to perform only a little
better in [22].

ware support [17]. Code instrumentation is also used for
polling to handle asynchronous incoming messages, which
would otherwise cause expensive and frequent interrupts (interrupts are much less frequent in the coarser-grained SVM,
so the tradeo s between interrupts and polling are less clear
there). Since we do not have access to high-performance instrumentation for the x86 instruction set, and since it is unclear what cost to ascribe to hardware access control which
can be implemented in various ways, we assume access control and polling are free in the FG protocol (access control is
already built in to the processor for SVM). In fact, due to our
lack of instrumentation, the simulator uses an interrupt-like
mechanism for asynchronous message handling, but charges
costs based on those of invoking a handler in polling. Actual
instrumentation costs can likely be simply added to execution time to rst order, since they are just additional compute instructions. We quote some instrumentation overhead
data from the Shasta system, which are probably optimistic
for x86 machines and hence are provided only to give a very
rough idea. Directly, the results we obtain can only be used
to compare SVM with software FG assuming very ecient
hardware access control. The cost of each protocol handler
is computed according to the protocol task it performs.
The simulator has been validated against real system implementations for both FG (by setting parameters close to
those of the Typhoon{zero system [17] and comparing with
it) and SVM for our real cluster [1]. The results, omitted
for space reasons, are surprisingly accurate.
Applications: Table 1 shows the applications and the problem sizes we use in this work. These applications are written
for hardware DSM and they are known to deliver excellent
parallel speedups for hardware cache coherent systems at
the 16{processor scale we assume in this paper. They are
taken from the SPLASH{2 suite (and from the restructured
versions in [11]), and will not be described further here.
Application
Problem Size
Instrum. cost
Barnes
8K particles
8%
FFT
1M points
29%
LU
512x512 matrix
29%
Ocean
514x514 grid
12%
Radix
1M keys
33%
Raytrace
car
29%
Volrend
256x256x256 CT head
5%
Water-Nsquared
512 mols
14%
Water-Spatial
512 mols
18%

Table 1: Applications, problem sizes and instrumentation costs.

The last column is the instrumentation cost in the aggressive,
Alpha-based Shasta system, which we quote from [18] .

Protocol layer parameters: The protocol costs we vary and
their achievable values that are assumed for the base system
are shown in Table 2. The page protection cost is the cost
of mprotect. A single mprotect call may be made to the
kernel for a range of contiguous pages; it incurs a startup
processing overhead, that is simulated, plus this per{page
cost. This cost is aggressive for current operating systems
but achievable with existing technology ( we veri ed that
using a somewhat larger cost does not change the results
much). The e ects of twinning and ding on the cache
(and the misses incurred) are simulated. Protocol handlers
themselves cost a variable number of cycles. The basic handler cost parameter is set to 100 cycles for both SVM and
FG; additional costs for ding or traversing lists (e.g. write

notice lists) are added to this cost. The cost for traversing lists depends on processor speed and is set to 20 cycles
per list element. The cost for ding is varied to allow for
studying the importance of ding in SVM. All these costs
closely approximate those of our real implementation. The
set of values we consider for the protocol layer costs are: the
achievable set, the best (idealized) set, where all costs are set
to zero, and the halfway set, where all costs are halfway between achievable and best. We do not examine a worse set
of costs than the achievable set since these costs are quite
closely linked to processor speed.
Parameter
Page Protection
Di creation
Di Application
Twin Creation
Handler Cost

Achievable Best
50
0
10,10
0,0
10
0
10000
0
100+x
0+x

Halfway
Units
25
cycles/page
5,5
cycles/word
5
cycles/word
5000
cycles/word
50+x
cycles

Table 2: Protocol layer parameter values. The di creation cost

incurs a cost per word that is compared ( rst number) and an
additional cost per word that is put in the di (second number).
The handler cost is composed of a basic cost and any additional
cost for operations that may be executed by the handler.

Communication layer parameters: The parameters of the
communication layer that are of most interest are the following Host overhead is the time the host processor itself
is busy sending a message, i.e. placing it in a bu er for
the NI (we assume asynchronous send operations). NI occupancy is the time spent in the NI processor or state machine
to prepare each packet of the message and place it in an
output queue for transmission. Packets are of variable size,
depending on how much of the message data is available to
the NI at the time, and are up to 4 KBytes long. I/O bus
bandwidth is the main determinant of the host to network
bandwidth, since network links and memory buses tend to
be much faster. Finally, message handling cost models the
time from the moment a message reaches the head of the NI
incoming queue to the moment the handler for the message
starts to execute on the main processor; time and contention
before reaching the head is simulated in detail and is not included in this parameterized cost. Incoming data messages
(as opposed to requests) do not invoke a handler, and are deposited directly in host memory by the NI without causing
an interrupt or requiring a receive operation on the processor [3, 5]. Hardware link latency is kept xed at 20 processor
cycles since it is usually small compared to the other costs.
All costs we discuss for the communication architecture
and the protocol are normalized to processor cycles. Table 3
shows the parameter values we use in the base system. The
sets of values we consider for the communication layer are:
The achievable set, which is modeled after a cluster of Intel PentiumPro nodes connected by a Myrinet interconnect.
Occupancy per packet is high because the processor in the
Myrinet and most other commercial network interfaces is
slow. However, since packets can be as large as 4 KBytes,
occupancy can often be amortized. Recall that all contention in the system is modeled in detail, so when costs
are changed the e ects on contention are simulated as well.
The best set, where all protocol costs are set to zero. The
halfway set, where all values are halfway between the rst
two sets (more realistic than the best set). The worst set,
where all values are doubled compared to the achievable set
(i.e. worse, relative to processor speed).

Parameter
Achievable Best Worse
Real
Host Overhead
600
0
1200 600{800
I/O Bus Bandwidth
0.5
2
0.25
0.45
NI Occupancy
1000
0
2000
1000
Message Handling Cost
200
0
400
N/A

Table 3:

Communication parameter values. The rst three
columns describe the values we use in our study as the Achievable,
Best and Worse sets of values. Units are in cycles (and bytes/cycle
for bandwidth). If we assume a 1 IPC, 200 MHz processor the
achievable values are from top to bottom 3s, 100 MBytes/s, 5s
and 1s. The fth column contains the values measured using
a real communication library (VMMC [5] on a network of Intel
Pentium nodes connected with Myrinet). The message handling
cost is obtained from the polling{based Blizzard{S and Shasta
systems (Personal communications.).

Presentation of results: We use the following nomenclature to refer to the parameter con gurations in the two system layers. C and P refer to the communication and protocol layers, respectively. The set of values used for each layer
is denoted as a subscript. The achievable set is denoted with
the digit 0, the best set with the symbol
+, the halfway set
between achievable and best with 21 ; and the \worse" set
with ;: Thus the con guration corresponding to what is
achievable today is C0 P0 , and the zero{cost con guration
for both the communication and protocol parameters discussed earlier is C+ P+ .
Figure 3 presents all the main speedup results in this
paper. Breakdowns of execution time are presented in Figure 4. As we go through the next few sections, we shall focus
on portions of the data in these gures.
For every application, there is a graph in Figure 3 with
bars depicting speedups for di erent combinations of settings for the three layers. Each application graph has two
major sets of bars, on the left for the SVM protocol and
on the right for the FG protocol. When an application has
two versions, there are two sets of bars for each protocol,
separated by a space: original and restructured. For ease of
comparison, speedups are always measured with respect to
the same best sequential version, and the order of arrangement of the bars for the restructured version is a mirror
image of the order for the original version.
The color of the bars in the speedup graphs encodes some
information as well. The bars with the same color represent
con gurations with the same communication parameter values, with only the protocol layer parameters being modi ed
across them. Thus, black bars represent varying protocol
layer parameter sets while keeping communication parameters xed at the achievable set, uniformly shaded bars with
communication layer parameters xed at the worse set, and
striped bars with those parameters xed at the best set.
Unshaded bars show \ideal", 16-fold speedup as a reference
point, which is close to the algorithmic (PRAM) speedup
for these applications.
The breakdown graphs (Figure 4) divide the time into
components, such as busy time, local cache stall time, data
wait time or time spent waiting for communicated data, lock
wait time, barrier wait time, and protocol overhead. Breakdowns are shown averaged over all processors for a given execution, to save space. However, in analyzing the results we
refer to per{processor breakdowns and more detailed per{
processor statistics gathered in the simulator to understand
imbalances as well. The averaging may sometimes lead to
discrepancies between the heights of the breakdown bars and
the speedup bars; however, the alternative of showing the
worst or last{to{ nish processor instead is often unrepresen-

tative in terms of the breakdowns.
3 Results
Let us rst look at the results on only the base or achievable
system C0 P0 , to make some basic comparisons and place the
results in context with previous work. This includes comparing SVM with FG with our system assumptions, and validating the application restructuring results for SVM from [11].
Then, we will examine new application restructuring results
for FG, the impact of the system layers, and the synergy
between layers.
3.1 Results for Base Architecture
Consider only the base C0 P0 bars (the black bars to which
the arrows point in Figure 3). For both the original and the
restructured applications, we see that FG either equals or
outperforms SVM. FG is especially better in applications
that use locks frequently, like Barnes-Original and to a lesser
extent Water-Spatial and Volrend, and those like Radix or
Ocean-Contiguous in which coarse granularity causes a lot of
false sharing or fragmentation (false sharing is also a problem with the image and task queues in Volrend due to intervening synchronization). The only case in which SVM does
better is the restructured version of Barnes (Barnes-Spatial).
Note, however, that this comparison does not account for
access control costs in FG. Even with Shasta's aggressive
software instrumentation costs (see Table 1 with all caveats
of Section 2), performance would be much closer, with each
protocol outperforming the other in di erent applications.
Applications with more complex pointer references may incur higher instrumentation overheads. These results for FG
versus SVM would also be similar to the results obtained
on the Typhoon{zero platform, which provides commodityoriented hardware support [22]. (The communication parameters here are di erent than on Typhoon{zero: the C0 P0
platform has somewhat more bandwidth relative to processor speed, helping SVM, but much more ecient access control, helping FG.) If we disallow application-speci c granularities, using 128 bytes or 256 bytes (the best overall granularity found in [22]) in all cases, we nd (not shown) that
several of regular applications perform better under SVM.
Qualitatively, it appears that the protocols are similar
at this scale with realistic access control, di ering based on
application. For both protocols however, the speedups on
C0 P0 are clearly far from ideal, so there is a lot that can be
gained from optimizing the layers.
3.2 Impact of the Application Layer
The original versions of the applications we use (Table 1) are
described in [20]. If evolutionary communication trends hold
relative to processor speed, and hardware support to reduce
protocol costs is not forthcoming, application restructuring
may be the only way to improve performance. For SVM, the
result of comparing the two black C0 P0 bars for each application agrees with that of [11]. The sources of the often large
and sometimes dramatic improvements, described in [11] include: (i) making actual access granularities to remote data
larger in the application (e.g. writing to a local bu er rst
in Radix or using rowwise instead of square partitioning in
Ocean), (ii) reducing locking and ne{grained synchronization at perhaps some cost in load balance (e.g. in the tree
building phase of Barnes), and (iii) in some cases improving the initial assignments of tasks so there is less need for
task stealing (which is now very expensive due to synchronization and protocol activity, e.g. in Volrend; note that

in Volrend restructuring also greatly improves false sharing
and fragmentation in the image at page granularity, and
hence data wait time). Many characteristics of the applications relevant to SVM, including sharing patterns, message
frequencies and message sizes, are described in [10, 22, 2].
For FG, not examined in [11], restructuring helps signi cantly in cases where application access granularity is made
larger (e.g. Ocean), since it allows a larger granularity to be
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Figure 3: Application speedups. Please see text in \Presentation of results" in Section 2 for how to interpret the bars and focus
attention on some of them.

Speedup

used successfully in the system, and when the need for task
stealing is reduced (Volrend). However, restructuring that
helps SVM can sometimes hurt FG, such as in cases where
load balance is compromised to reduce lock wait time (e.g.
Barnes). Locks are not so problematic in FG as in SVM protocols: protocol activity is not postponed till synchronization points, and satisfying ner{grained block faults within
critical sections is less costly than satisfying page faults, so
there is less serialization.
Instead, load imbalance matters more. Overall, restructuring is not bene cial in as many situations as in SVM
because the FG protocol and granularities look a lot more
like the hardware{coherent protocols for which the original
applications are optimized.
3.3 Impact of the Protocol Layer
Even with restructuring, performance of software DSM is
still far from hardware DSM for many classes of applications
and improvements in the lower layers are clearly needed.
This section rst examines the impact of idealizing protocol
costs (Table 2), i.e. moving from C0 P0 to C0 P+ . Protocol costs may be improved by selectively adding hardware
support or by altering the protocol.
Impact for FG: Focusing only on the black C0 P0 bar and
the C0 P+ bar just next to it for only the original versions
of the applications for FG in Figures 3, we see that improving protocol costs does not have a signi cant impact on FG.
FG does not have di s or complicated protocol operations at
synchronization points. There are only two protocol{related
costs for FG: access control and protocol handlers. A rough
idea of the impact of instrumentation costs for software access control (which we do not simulate, as discussed earlier)
can be gleaned from Table 1. Since protocol handlers are
very simple in FG, the cost of running the handlers is very
small compared to the communication layer costs associated
with handling the messages and invoking the handlers. Instrumentation of the original runs for FG shows that changing the cost of handlers (within a reasonable range) will not
really a ect performance, so we do not simulate di erent
costs for FG protocol handlers.
Impact for SVM: In SVM, protocol costs have greater impact. However, even the complete elimination of protocol
costs usually does not lead to dramatic improvements in
performance if the underlying communication architecture
is kept the same (with the exception of Raytrace). For
coarse{grained{access, single{writer applications like FFT
and LU, there is very little expensive protocol activity to
begin with. Several of the other applications that use a
lot of locks (especially) or have irregular access and invalidation patterns bene t to varying extents: Barnes-original,
Water-Spatial and Volrend-original about 10%, and Radix
20%. Greater improvements are seen in Ocean-Contiguous,
Water-Nsquared and especially Raytrace.
Table 4 shows the percentage of the protocol time spent
in di computation and application. The rest of the protocol time is mostly spent in executing protocol handlers.
The other protocol cost components are very small. Regular, single{writer applications spent very little time in handlers and there is almost no ding at all. Water-Nsquared
is a regular application but not single-writer; it computes
many di s for a lot of migratory data when it is updating

forces. For many irregular applications, di {related computation at synchronization points, such as frequent locks,
usually dominates. Raytrace does not have much synchronization (and hence di activity) but has a very large number of ne{grained messages due to irregular access, so protocol handler cost is a large fraction of data wait time and
processors spend a lot of time in the handlers themselves.
Ocean-contiguous behaves similarly, although it is a regular
application, due to ne-grained (one-element) remote accesses at column-oriented partition boundaries in the nearneighbor calculations. When di cost is a problem, hardware support for automatic write propagation [3] can eliminate di s [13, 9, 10], at the potential cost of contention
and/or code instrumentation; we might expect it to help
substantially in Water-nsquared and Radix. Finally, improving protocol costs halfway (C0 P1=2 , not shown in the
gures) usually provides about half or less of the bene t of
eliminating them (more on this in Section 3.5).
Application
Barnes-Original
FFT
LU-Contiguous
Ocean-Contiguous
Radix-Original
Raytrace
Volrend-Original
Water-Nsquared
Water-Spatial

Protocol (%) Di Compute (%)
7.2
68
0.5
0
0.6
20
3.0
10
7.0
85
58
31
13.2
85
10.7
80
3.2
94

Table 4: Percentage of total execution time spent by processors
in protocol activity, and percentage of this protocol activity time
that is spent in di computation and application.

We see from the restructured applications (black bars
in Figures 3), that even idealizing protocol costs together
with application restructuring is insucient to approach the
desired levels of performance that these applications can
achieve on hardware-coherent machines. The large page
granularity usually does not compensate for a less aggressive communication architecture even if protocol costs are
magically made zero.
3.4 Impact of the Communication Layer
In recent times, overheads and bandwidths have scaled just
a little bit slower than e ective processor speed (about 50%
per year versus about 70%) and NI occupancy can be assumed to scale with processor speed. It is useful to examine
both what might be gained if thresholds or breakthroughs
occur in communication performance and what might be
lost in parallel speedups if it degrades relative to increasing
processor speeds. Let us now return to the original protocol
and examine the impact of improving the communication architecture only. In the best set of parameters, only the I/O
bus bandwidth is nite or non-zero, being set to the same
value as the memory bus bandwidth. Note that contention
is still modeled in all parts of the system.
Impact for FG: Figure 3 shows that the best communication layer makes a dramatic di erence to speedups (C+ P0
versus C0 P0 ), bringing them quite close to the ideal for the
original applications. Except for the (small) protocol handler cost, the FG system becomes like hardware cache coherence with a very fast communication architecture. Of
course, adding in instrumentation costs for software access
control would make the speedup worse, but the impact of the
communication architecture is clear. The cases where C+ P0

speedups are substantially less than ideal (Barnes cases) are
due to load imbalance and the still signi cant synchronization cost.
Impact for SVM: For SVM, the e ects of the best communication architecture alone are substantial but less dramatic
than for FG. Applications that have little protocol activity, coarse{grained remote access and few or no locks, like
FFT and LU, are constrained only by communication layer
costs, so they now achieve close to ideal performance just
as with FG. The irregular applications are helped substantially, but speedups with C+ P0 are still as low as 5{7 on
16 processors for some of them. The breakdowns (Figure 4)
show that the data wait time is mostly eliminated, but time
waiting at locks is often still high. Imbalances in this time
cause time waiting at barriers to be high too. Overall, starting from C0 P0 , communication costs generally seem to have
greater impact than protocol costs even for SVM (with exceptions like Water-spatial, Raytrace, and some restructured
versions); but as we shall see in Section 3.5, once communication costs are improved even to halfway (or restructuring
is performed), protocol costs begin to gain in importance.
E ects of Individual Parameters: Figure 5 shows the impact of varying only one communication parameter at a time
for some applications. These data for SVM were discussed
in detail in [2], but the data for FG and the comparison
is new. FG clearly depends mostly on overhead and occupancy, whereas SVM depends mostly on bandwidth (overhead and occupancy do not matter much, and interrupts
which dominated in [2] are not used). These data also show
the points where crossovers in protocol performance might
happen (ignoring access control). Together with access control costs and technology trends (e.g. bandwidth is increasing more rapidly than overhead is dropping), they can help
draw conclusions about choices among the protocols for speci c architectures or in the future.
Overall, we conclude that dramatic improvements in
communication relative to processor performance will dramatically improve data wait time and FG performance;
for SVM, performance improves substantially (usually more
than for just improving protocol costs, at least starting from
C0 P0 ) but is not enough since part of the problem in irregular applications is due to ne{grain lock synchronization.
Since I/O bandwidth remained nite in C+ P0 , we experimented with doubling the I/O bandwidth compared to the
C+ P0 con guration. Applications that exhibit contention in
the network interface (e.g. FFT) bene t substantially and
the performance improves to halfway between C+ P0 and the
PRAM speedup for the application.
3.5 Synergy between Layers
Finally, let us examine both how improvements in the system layers a ect the bene ts of application restructuring
and are a ected by them, as well as the synergy between
pairs of layers.
Synergy in FG: Application restructuring for FG helps primarily due to the ability to use coarser granularity. Directly
improving the communication architecture therefore reduces
the impact of restructuring. When instrumentation is used
for access control, its cost may also improve with restructuring (due to coarser access granularity and spatial locality),
but this e ect is much smaller.
For example, in Barnes, where the restructured version
hurts rather than helps due to increased load imbalance,
per{process execution{time breakdowns reveal that the key

load imbalance is that among data wait times. A faster communication architecture reduces this imbalance, leading to
less damage from restructuring. Improving instrumentation
costs does not interact much with communication layer performance since the two are quite orthogonal. Thus, in FG
there is not much to be gained from the synergy between
layers, especially if the communication layer is aggressive.
Synergy in SVM: In SVM we nd a lot of interesting interactions and a lot more synergy among layers. First, how application restructuring a ects, and is a ected by the two system layers depends on the application. In Barnes-original,
restructuring reduces the amount of locking and serialization, and while its importance diminishes as system layers
improve, it remains important all the way to C+ P+ and even
beyond. This is because some costs within the node (that
are kept xed) remain, and bandwidth on the I/O bus is still
not in nite. Although protocol processing at synchronization points is free, some cost for communication (whether
all needed or due to fragmentation) remains and hence so
does some serialization at locks. This is especially true for
Barnes-Original because every critical section incurs more
than one page miss and a lot of fragmentation within it. The
C++ P+ (Table 5) case does much better. Because reducing
communication costs had a dramatic impact on lock serialization in Barnes-original, the communication layer a ects
the impact of restructuring more than the protocol layer. As
for protocol costs, they take on greater relative signi cance
after restructuring than before it because a major other bottleneck has been removed; however, even in the restructured
version communication costs are more important than protocol costs. In Ocean, on the other hand, protocol costs impact the bene ts of restructuring more than communication
costs; also, the relative importance of the two system layers
is reversed in the restructured version compared to the original. This is because the restructured version greatly reduces
the number of messages but not the amount of useful data
transferred, so the impact of message handling (protocol)
cost is reduced relative to that of communication. Volrend
and Radix behave similarly to Barnes in this respect (only
less so): restructuring remains important as lower layers
improve, and the impact of restructuring is reduced more
by communication costs than by protocol costs (increasing
the importance of protocol costs in the restructured version). In Volrend, C+ P+ nally allows the critical sections
used for task stealing to be ecient enough for stealing to
be successful at load balancing. While Radix continues to
have low performance due to high communication and contention, restructuring makes a substantial di erence (66%)
even at C+ P+ . It takes C++ P+ to deliver good speedups,
as in Barnes-Original but for a di erent reason.
In SVM, the two system layers themselves show substantial synergy as well. While protocol costs are limited in the
improvement they can provide in the original C0 case in
many applications, once communication costs are dramatically reduced (even halfway) the impact of reducing protocol
costs becomes much greater (Figure 3), and vice versa when
protocol costs matter (e.g. Ocean-Contiguous, Volrend).
Overall, in SVM no two layers are enough to improve
performance to rival hardware coherence for all applications,
and all three layers are important to improve. The application layer and either of the lower layers combine to give
a much greater improvement than any system layer does
individually. In most cases, the order of impact is application followed by communication followed by protocol. For
both SVM and FG, the communication layer appears to be

more important to making the programmer's job easier (i.e.,
making application restructuring less important). Restructuring changes the balance between the relative importance
of protocol and communication costs, usually making the
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four applications are shown; for some of the more regular ones FG uses a coarse granularity too and the behavior of the two protocols is
very similar. The curves with dashed lines are for FG, and with solid lines are for SVM.

protocol costs more important than they were before. Protocol costs also become more important once communication
costs are improved (to say halfway), and vice versa. Table 5
summarizes for SVM, for each application, whether communication cost or protocol cost is initially more important,
whether C1=2 P+ is better than C+ P1=2 , and what combinations of parameter values does it take to achieve about
10{fold speedup on 16 processors, which tells us both what
is more important and what is needed. The need for improvement in all layers, whether through basic performance
characteristics as examined here or through altered functionality to avoid some of these costs [1] is apparent from the
last category. More detailed trends can be obtained from
the graphs.
4 Related Work
The impact of individual communication architecture parameters on performance has been studied for SVM [2],
hardware coherence [8], and a non{coherent SAS [15]. However, it has not been studied for FG, or by varying parameters simultaneously, or by examining the protocol layer as
well. Various hardware supports to accelerate protocols have
been examined for SVM in [9] and [13], and for FG in the
Typhoon{zero prototype [17].
A previous study [6] compared the performance of several
non-home-based SVM protocols; it examined two network
bandwidths and varied a uni ed software overhead cost. The
study included only three small kernels and one application.
Both FG and SVM were compared on a particular hardware
platform with a xed set of cost parameters in [22], with
a focus on the impact of consistency models and coherence
granularity. Its results are qualitatively similar to the ones
we observe here for FG versus SVM. This is the rst study
we know of that examines the impact of all these protocol
and communication cost issues in an integrated framework
for a wide range of applications (as well as including the
impact of the application layer too).
5 Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented a framework for studying the limitations on the performance of software shared memory systems, in terms of the layers of software and hardware that
can be improved and how they impact the end performance
of a wide range of applications. We have studied the limitations and performance e ects through detailed simulation, treating the system layers (protocol and communication layer) through only their cost parameters. The main
limitations of the present work include the fact that it does
not simulate true instrumentation{based ne{grained software shared memory, but rather a system with very ecient
hardware access control but software protocols. Our main
conclusions can be summarized as follows.
First, for currently achievable architectural values the
variable{grained FG and page{grained SVM protocols appear to be quite comparable overall, especially if we factor in aggressive but realistic access control costs. This assumes that FG is allowed to choose the best granularity
of communication and coherence for each application; for
cases like FFT where FG bene ts from coarse granularity,
we have found using a ner granularity to perform substantially worse. In general, FG will be worse when access control (e.g. instrumentation) costs are high or when it causes

too many small messages to be transferred; SVM is worse
when applications have a lot of ne-grained synchronization
or a lot of fragmentation in page-grained communication (or
especially both, as in Barnes-Original).
Second, for FG the communication layer is key; protocol
layer costs are not very signi cant, except for instrumentation cost when software access control is used. Application
restructuring is also not so widely important, at least when
starting from applications that are well tuned for hardware{
coherent DSMs. Exceptions are when restructuring enables
a coarser granularity of communication to be used e ectively
(as in Ocean), and when it reduces the frequency of task
stealing (Volrend). As might be expected, the communication parameters that matter most are overhead and NI
occupancy, while bandwidth matters only when a coarser
granularity is used.
Third, for SVM, contrary to our results for FG, we nd a
much richer set of interactions. (i) Improvements in all three
layers are often necessary to achieve performance comparable to ecient hardware{coherent systems. No one layer or
even pair of layers is enough across the range of applications. (ii) There is synergy among the layers in that improving one system layer (even halfway) allows the other to
have greater impact, so that realistic improvements to both
system layers relative to processor speed may go a good way,
and improving the applications often does not substantially
diminish the further impact of system layers. (iii) Application restructuring is used both to make access patterns to
communicated data more coarse grained and to reduce the
frequency of synchronization; when applicable, it usually
outperforms the gains from idealizing any one other layer.
Thus, if useful guidelines can be developed for programming
SVM systems, they can be extremely helpful. (iv) If only one
system layer is targeted for improvement, it should be the
communication layer; among these parameters, the greatest
dependence of performance is on bandwidth, and it is quite
insensitive to improvements in the other parameters (when
interrupts are used instead of polling, interrupt cost is a key
bottleneck [2]). (v) Among protocol costs, the sensitivity is
usually greatest to the costs associated with di s, primarily
di creation. Handler cost can matter substantially in applications that are more constrained by data message count
than by synchronization. Table 5 summarizes the key results for SVM in terms of relative importance and what is
needed for good performance.
At a higher level, many interesting tradeo s remain between FG and SVM. For SVM, the fact that it needs synergistic improvements in multiple layers rather than just the
communication layer may appear intimidating, and restructuring applications in fact is dicult (although recent results show that similar restructurings are often needed for
hardware-coherence at larger scale). But it is in some ways
a promising sign, especially since the communication layer
may be dicult to improve relative to processor speed, and
is not so much under the control of the SVM architect. Also,
the communication parameter it relies on most, bandwidth,
is the most likely to improve. FG requires overhead and occupancy to improve further, which may be more challenging
under current memory and network speed trends. For SVM,
while the heretofore major challenge of false sharing appears
relatively easy to overcome in applications with today's protocols, the large page granularity of communication seems
to get in the way of applications that su er fragmentation
in communication or ne-grained locking (often associated
with true sharing as well).
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Original
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C+ P0 > C+ P1=2 >
Min Levels
C+ P0 > C+ P1=2 >
Min Levels
C0 P+
C1=2 P+ Com. Prot.
Comb.
C0 P+
C1=2 P+ Com. Prot.
Comb.
1
FFT
Yes
Yes
N/P
C
P
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0
1
=
2
2
LU
Yes
Yes
0
0
C0 P0
N/A
N/A
N/A N/A
N/A
12
Ocean
Yes
No
N/P N/P C+ P1=2 /C1=2 P+
Yes
Yes
N/P C1=2 P+ /C+ P1=2
Barnes
Yes
Yes
N/P N/P
C++ P+
Yes
Yes
0
0
C0 P0
Radix
Yes
Yes
N/P N/P
C++ P+
Yes
Yes
N/P N/P
C++ P+
Volrend
Yes
Tie
N/P N/P C+ P1=2 /C1=2 P+
Yes
Tied
0
0
C0 P0
Raytrace
No
No
N/P
+
C0 P+
N/A
N/A
N/A N/A
N/A
Water-Nsquared
No
No
N/P
+
C0 P+ /C+ P1=2
N/A
N/A
N/A N/A
N/A
Water-Spatial
Yes
Yes
+
N/P C+ P0 /C1=2 P+
N/A
N/A
N/A N/A
N/A
Table 5: Summary of system layer impact for SVM. C++ P+ means that the communication architecture is even more aggressive than
in C+ P+ by further doubling the I/O bandwidth. N/P stands for not possible, and N/A for not applicable. Bold font is used when
the di erence is large. The columns for each version of each application are: (i) Is C+ P0 better than C0 P+ , i.e. is communication
more important than protocol. (ii) Is C+ P1=2 better than C1=2 P+ . (iii) What minimum set of parameter values for each system layer
is necessary, with the base level of the other layer, to get about 10{fold
or greater speedup on 16 processors? What combination of
levels does it take to achieve the same performance? For example, an 21 under the entry called \Com." says that the halfway or better
communication costs, together with any protocol costs starting from the original, is enough to obtain 10{fold speedup. (C++ P+ is
excluded since it is too unrealistic).
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